
	
	

Summer Campfire Faith5 
 

This summer join us around for worship the campfire 	
As you collect sticks or share around your table:  
What are some of your favorite things about summer?  
What can you plan to do this season in these unusual times?  
 
 
Today’s God’s Great Story is the prophet Micah’s response to what should we do 
when faces with injustice and societal consequences of our past: do justice, love 
kindness and walk humbly. Micah 6:8 
 
 
As we are still living through a pandemic and unrest in our cities, how are you doing?  
Just like there are many different steps to make a campfire, there are so many 
different ways to be part of doing justice, loving kindness and walking humbly.   
What part do you feel like to play?  
Just because someone else’s part doesn't look like yours doesn’t make either of 
them less valuable. If you don’t add kindling, the fire won’t start for the match.  
 
 
Smore Prayer Activity  
Grab the supplies for making smores, what ever variety you like, and share in the prayer 
activity on the next page together (if you’re not at a fire, you can microwave them for 15 
seconds and won’t have that charred flaming marshmallow flavor) 
 
 
Blessing  
Do a cheers tap with your smores and say “thanks for being part of the fire”  
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First Graham Cracker: Start by greeting God. You might 

say “Dear God,” “Holy God,” “Loving God,” or “Creator.” 

Use the name for God that helps you to pray. 

Chocolate:  God’s love is sweet! Thank God for all the 

ways you feel God’s love- the warmth of the campfire, 

delicious food to eat, the beauty of nature around you, 

and the time with your family and friends. Have each 

person around the fire share what they are thankful for. 

Marshmallow:  Life can get sticky, so we ask God for 

help. We make mistakes. Sad and scary things happen. 

Ask God to help you and other people. You might ask for 

healing for someone who is sick, forgiveness when you 

have made a mistake, peace for the world or anything! 

Share what you are praying for with those around the 

fire. 

Final Graham Cracker: End your prayer with a group 

“Amen!”  

Find more ways to weave faith into everyday life at Bless 

Each One (ChristineVHides.com) 
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